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Item 1.01. Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement.

On September 29, 2022, T2 Biosystems, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the “Company”), announced the exercise of Option Three, under its
existing cost sharing contract with the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority of the United States Department of Health and
Human Services (the “BARDA Contract”). Option Three, worth a total of approximately $3.7 million, is to advance the U.S. clinical trials for the
T2Resistance Panel and T2Biothreat Panel and file submissions to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for U.S. regulatory clearance. The option
exercise occurs simultaneously with a modification to the BARDA Contract (the “Modification”) to make changes to, among other things, the scope of
work under Option Three, the estimated cost sharing amounts, as well as the statement of work. The overall total potential value of the BARDA
Contract is $62.0 million.

The foregoing summary is qualified in its entirety by reference to the Modification, a copy of which will be attached as an exhibit to the
Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the period ending September 30, 2022.
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